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1. Young Activist's Funding Network – YAFNet – Seeking Submissions!

Stuck in a dead end job?  

Feel like you could be enthusiastically dedicating much of your time to a cause or project,
if only you had the money?

Looking for support on your journey toward passionate dedication to a global justice?

The answer has been “yes” for many conscious young people looking to live the change
they wish to see in the world.  It is time that the world starts supporting the blossoming
young minds who will deliver positive resolutions.  It is time to realize the dreams of
ourselves and our peers.  Only with support from our communities and each other can we
achieve the “hope for change” that has been pre-proscribed to our generation.  YAFNet
hopes to make that a reality.

YAFNet - the Young Activist's Funding Network – is seeking submissions from young
activists who are prepared to dedicate a significant amount of time to a
radical/progressive cause or project.  YAFNet will aid the selected proposals in fund
raising and support generation.  

If you are a young person (under 30) and have a passion for justice and the energy to
effect the world, please continue reading.

YAFNet is dedicated to searching for and connecting both young passionate activists and
progressive willing funders, in order to support and foster participation in the struggle
toward global justice.  

YAFNet will be kickin' out it's first edition of Resolutionaries, a publication and website
that will feature young activists and their dream projects.  Each profile will include a
personal history and biography, project proposal, sample budget, and photos from the
activist. 



Currently, YAFNet is selecting project proposals for it's spring publication!

Guidelines for submissions:

  -Applicant must be under 30 years old.
  -Need not be formatted for final profile, just tell us about yourself and your project.
  -Must be smiling while typing.
  -Send to yafnet@riseup.net

2.  YAFNet Seeking Funders

YAFNet could not do what we do without generous supporters like you.  If you are
interested in supporting the vision of increasing involvement in world society by young
radical minds please consider donating to YAFNet.  For more information or to receive a
complete packet of information from YAFNet please contact Robin Tala at
yafnet@riseup.net. 

3.  Continuing Participation

There are many other ways to become involved with YAFNet.  Currently YAFNet is
looking for volunteers for a few different positions.

YAFNet is actively seeking out young activists who have been involved with Youth
Empowerment and Anti-Oppression work to serve on the vision council.  YAFNet is
looking to form a council of diverse (sexually, racially, economically, etc...) young
leaders from progressive/radical causes who would serve YAFNet on many levels.  From
project selection to visionary direction, this council will be integral to the evolution of
YAFNet in the coming months and years.

If you have any questions or would like information about any aspect of YAFNet please
contact Robin Tala, yafnet@riseup.net.

Together we can change this world.  
From one young spirit to another,

Robin Tala
Director and Coordinator

For more info on any aspect of YAFNet please contact yafnet@riseup.net.

“Together, spiders can tie down a lion” - Ethiopian Proverb


